
April 4, 2002

Mr. William Nugent
Commissioner
Maine Public Utilities Commission
Augusta, Maine  04330

Dear Commissioner Nugent:

I am responding on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to an e-mail 
message that you passed along to me at the 2002 Winter Meeting of the National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC).  You requested some guidance on the issues
that were discussed in the e-mail.  This letter is to provide information about the NRC’s
requirements with respect to the reliability of offsite power.

My responses to the questions in the e-mail are provided below:

1. Although the plant licensee and interconnecting TransCo (transmission
company) must cooperate closely, where are the lines between NRC licensee's
primary responsibility and the TransCo? 

NRC regulations require that licensees meet design requirements with a reliable
offsite power system (grid), as specified in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General
Design Criteria (GDC) 17, and 10 CFR 50.63, “Loss of All Alternating Current
Power.”  Although dependent on the specific organizational interface, it is
common practice that the transmission company owns and operates the plant
switchyard in cooperation with the licensee.  NRC regulations require the
licensee to ensure that the switchyard is adequately maintained.  Therefore,
surveillance and inspections are routinely conducted by the licensee who will
alert the transmission company if maintenance is required.  

Licensing criteria for emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) assume a
complete loss of offsite power (LOOP), which means that the licensee must
provide emergency alternating current (AC) power independent of the grid. 
Typically, plants use emergency diesel generators as the safety system to
provide emergency AC power.  NRC requires that these emergency diesel
generators must be subject to a thorough and frequent operational verification
program to ensure that they can start and load within the time required to
perform their safety function.  As a result, offsite power does not represent the
only source of AC power available for the safe shutdown and cool down of the
plant.
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2. Is the licensee a transmission customer entitled to preferential/high-reliability
service and do they pay for it?

The licensee is a transmission customer, but there are no requirements for
formal agreements to provide preferential or high-reliability service. 
Nonetheless, it is recognized that elements of the critical infrastructure, such as
nuclear power plants, should be preferentially restored in the case of grid failure
and the grid system operators have procedures in place to do so.

3. Does FERC exercise adequate technical oversight of critical transmission lines?

The main focus of FERC is to ensure fair competition in the electric market. 
NRC meets periodically with the North American Reliability Council (NERC) to
keep abreast of grid reliability issues.  For example, NERC has developed
Operating Standards which specify best engineering practices in many areas
affecting the dynamic performance and reliability of power systems.  NERC has
also issued standards, compliance requirements and penalties.  However,
compliance is presently voluntary.  If and when Congressional legislation (e.g., 
DeLay-Markey Bill HR-4432) passes and makes these standards mandatory
under the authority of FERC, the NRC will coordinate with FERC as well as
NERC concerning reliability issues. 

4. Should the New England Power Pool/Independent System Operator’s required
"prudent electric practices" address nuclear power station offsite power?

As described above, NRC licensees are recognized by the grid system operators
as being part of the critical infrastructure and are preferentially restored in the
event of a grid failure.

Evaluations by the NRC staff indicate that the potential increase in risk resulting
from grid-related LOOP events due to deregulation is likely to be low; however,
the staff will continue to monitor grid reliability developments and take action as
needed.  NRC has alerted licensees to the potential adverse effects of
deregulation on the reliability of the offsite power source.  Therefore, licensees
are expected to take the appropriate steps to address any changes due to
deregulation that might affect their offsite power sources.  They do this by
assuring that plant features for coping with LOOP and station blackout events
are properly monitored and maintained.  
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5. With effects of deregulation on offsite power reliability a previously expressed
concern of NRC, how should NRC, FERC, and State regulators ensure that
overlaps are smoothed and gaps filled?  Is a living/evolving mechanism needed
to address these special issues in a structurally dynamic industry segment, and if
so, how?

NRC will continue to maintain contact with FERC, NERC and other concerned
parties in order to address any potential adverse effects of deregulation on grid
reliability.  As such, NERC grid reliability forecasts and follow-up discussions at
meetings appear to be the most practical means of assessing this evolving and
dynamic marketplace.  

6. What special considerations, if any, are appropriate for enhanced security of
transmission facilities critical to nuclear power facilities during potential threat
conditions?

NRC regulations require that licensees are able to defend against a specified
design basis threat.  Transmission lines are not specific targets in this context,
since they are not located in the sites’ protected areas.  However, emergency AC
power sources are protected through plant safeguards measures. 

Please contact me if you have further questions or these responses require further
clarification.

Sincerely,

                       /RA/

Richard A. Meserve


